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COP 8: COP 8: ReviewReview

Darcia Lee was arrogant and unapologetic in her opening interview for Cards of Pain. Darcia Lee was arrogant and unapologetic in her opening interview for Cards of Pain. The Host, whoThe Host, who
skillfully talked exhausted and suffering subs into one more spin in the Wheel of Pain days, was unable toskillfully talked exhausted and suffering subs into one more spin in the Wheel of Pain days, was unable to
extract any remorse from the sassy brunette. extract any remorse from the sassy brunette. 

As the apprentice domina in WOPSR against Linda Leclair, she and Lady Tatjana mixed an entire box of saltAs the apprentice domina in WOPSR against Linda Leclair, she and Lady Tatjana mixed an entire box of salt
into the saltwater spray when Pedro and the Host left the room. into the saltwater spray when Pedro and the Host left the room. This gave Linda a far more “intense”This gave Linda a far more “intense”
experience than intended in her big money game. experience than intended in her big money game. Lady Amanda and Lady Tatjana the dominas wereLady Amanda and Lady Tatjana the dominas were
assigned today to whip some humility into Darcia.assigned today to whip some humility into Darcia.
For the first round Darcia chose “Breasts”. For the first round Darcia chose “Breasts”. Her strategy was to assign the minimum 10 strokes to the mostHer strategy was to assign the minimum 10 strokes to the most
sensitive body parts. sensitive body parts. The number ten was written in the box but the “not so” lucky card added five strokesThe number ten was written in the box but the “not so” lucky card added five strokes
to the round.to the round.

Lady Amanda started the festivities. Lady Amanda started the festivities. Darcia said her breasts were very sensitive when she assigned themDarcia said her breasts were very sensitive when she assigned them
the minimum number of strokes. the minimum number of strokes. When the first landed on her right breast, Darcia breathe deeply as aWhen the first landed on her right breast, Darcia breathe deeply as a
scornful smile came to her face. scornful smile came to her face. Studio lights shined off Darcia’s tongue piercing as she carefully saidStudio lights shined off Darcia’s tongue piercing as she carefully said
“egy” (one in Hungarian). “egy” (one in Hungarian). With the second stroke there was momentary panic then she quickly composedWith the second stroke there was momentary panic then she quickly composed
herself and stared back at Amanda with contempt. herself and stared back at Amanda with contempt. Though it became more difficult for her bottle her painThough it became more difficult for her bottle her pain
reflex with each stroke, she remained strong.reflex with each stroke, she remained strong.

After the fifth stroke, Darcia watch with wide-eyed fear as Lady Tatjana took the whip. After the fifth stroke, Darcia watch with wide-eyed fear as Lady Tatjana took the whip. In the tradition ofIn the tradition of
classic revenge, Tatjana expressed her anger at being lured into the “saltwater” incident and that sheclassic revenge, Tatjana expressed her anger at being lured into the “saltwater” incident and that she
worked for free as a penalty. worked for free as a penalty. Now was time for Tatjana to take her pound of flesh from Darcia. Now was time for Tatjana to take her pound of flesh from Darcia. WhenWhen
Tatjana struck Darcia with the sixth stroke there was no quick recovery to a calm state. The nipple ofTatjana struck Darcia with the sixth stroke there was no quick recovery to a calm state. The nipple of
Darcia’s left breast recoiled as the eighth stroke landed squarely. Darcia’s left breast recoiled as the eighth stroke landed squarely. Her eyes bugged out, her first tears wereHer eyes bugged out, her first tears were
evident and her body glistened with panic sweat. evident and her body glistened with panic sweat. Darcia survives this round but the players set the toneDarcia survives this round but the players set the tone
for a fierce battle.for a fierce battle.

Darcia had good luck when the 10 strokes she wrote was reduced to zero when the “-10” card wasDarcia had good luck when the 10 strokes she wrote was reduced to zero when the “-10” card was
revealed for the “Pussy” body part. revealed for the “Pussy” body part. 
The spirited Darcia chose to have her thighs whipped. The spirited Darcia chose to have her thighs whipped. Her strategy to only bare ten strokes to the thighsHer strategy to only bare ten strokes to the thighs
was thwarted when she turned over the “swap with back” card. was thwarted when she turned over the “swap with back” card. Instead of ten, the number of strokesInstead of ten, the number of strokes
would be 35.would be 35.

Motivated dominas, like Ladies Tatjana and Amanda, Motivated dominas, like Ladies Tatjana and Amanda, know how to be more cruel to a sub within the rulesknow how to be more cruel to a sub within the rules
of the game. of the game. The upper part Darcia’s thighs were at the same level as her pussy. The upper part Darcia’s thighs were at the same level as her pussy. Many of domina’s strokesMany of domina’s strokes
while striking while striking Darcia’s thighs, also struck her pubic area and clit hood. Darcia’s thighs, also struck her pubic area and clit hood. 

Screams and cries of unparalleled intensity exploded from the deepest corners of her being. Screams and cries of unparalleled intensity exploded from the deepest corners of her being. When DarciaWhen Darcia
complained about the strikes and hurled insults at the dominas, it only made them more vicious. complained about the strikes and hurled insults at the dominas, it only made them more vicious. CutsCuts
were opened on her hip and pubic area. were opened on her hip and pubic area. Although blood did not flow, it shined bright red in the harshAlthough blood did not flow, it shined bright red in the harsh
studio lights. studio lights. Miraculously, Darcia survives round three.Miraculously, Darcia survives round three.

In round 4, Darcia’s back was center-stage. In round 4, Darcia’s back was center-stage. The 10 strokes for back were the result of the “swap withThe 10 strokes for back were the result of the “swap with
back” card. back” card. The lucky card is “hold position”. The lucky card is “hold position”. She will be untethered but have to hold a chain suspendedShe will be untethered but have to hold a chain suspended
from above in each hand.from above in each hand.

The first four strokes landed solidly on Darcia’s untouched back. The first four strokes landed solidly on Darcia’s untouched back. Amanda was “plausibly inaccurate” andAmanda was “plausibly inaccurate” and
wrapped a powerful fifth stroke to Darcia ribs. wrapped a powerful fifth stroke to Darcia ribs. She released the chain from her left hand and crumbled inShe released the chain from her left hand and crumbled in
pain. pain. Time to start over! Time to start over! Despite Tatjana and Amanda’s determined strokes, Darcia managed to hold onDespite Tatjana and Amanda’s determined strokes, Darcia managed to hold on
the rest of the way and escaped with only 15 crushing blows to her back and ribs.the rest of the way and escaped with only 15 crushing blows to her back and ribs.

Weary and racked with pain Darcia stood before the Weary and racked with pain Darcia stood before the Card of Pain with one round remaining between herCard of Pain with one round remaining between her
and the prize. and the prize. Beneath the field for the “butt” was the “Dom’s Choice” card. Beneath the field for the “butt” was the “Dom’s Choice” card. Although Darcia angeredAlthough Darcia angered
Amanda throughout the game, she had not cost Amanda money as she did Tatjana. Amanda throughout the game, she had not cost Amanda money as she did Tatjana. She chose Amanda toShe chose Amanda to
name the body part and it would be “Belly”. name the body part and it would be “Belly”. The belly is not an official body part but it is in play for Dom’sThe belly is not an official body part but it is in play for Dom’s
Choice or a Full Body card.Choice or a Full Body card.

Darcia was tied AOH with her ankles were spread wide apart and chained to the floor. Darcia was tied AOH with her ankles were spread wide apart and chained to the floor. Once again, AmandaOnce again, Amanda
began the round with the whip. began the round with the whip. The first stroke was to Darcia’s breasts. The first stroke was to Darcia’s breasts. Oops!?! Another “plausibleOops!?! Another “plausible
inaccuracy”. inaccuracy”. Both dominas concentrated their strokes to a 4 inch/10cm patch on the left side of Darcia sBoth dominas concentrated their strokes to a 4 inch/10cm patch on the left side of Darcia s
belly. belly. 

At stroke 17 she was no longer able to contain herself. At stroke 17 she was no longer able to contain herself. Darcia complained about Darcia complained about being hit in the samebeing hit in the same
spot. spot. Tatjana accommodated her by striking the lower part of her belly known as the pussy. Tatjana accommodated her by striking the lower part of her belly known as the pussy. At stroke 25At stroke 25
Darcia hung from her arms, her legs barely able to support her. Darcia hung from her arms, her legs barely able to support her. Three spots on her belly were bleeding.Three spots on her belly were bleeding.

Darcia trembled and convulsed and with every stroke. Darcia trembled and convulsed and with every stroke. Her supple breasts swayed as panic sweat glistenedHer supple breasts swayed as panic sweat glistened
between them. There was no escape from the blinding agony as the domina’s flayed the left side of herbetween them. There was no escape from the blinding agony as the domina’s flayed the left side of her
belly. belly. Only a few strokes remained before the prize was hers. Only a few strokes remained before the prize was hers. Can Darcia survive? Can Darcia survive? Whether she does orWhether she does or
does not, Linda Leclair is waiting with a special surprise.does not, Linda Leclair is waiting with a special surprise.

This game was practically combat. This game was practically combat. Darcia’s sharp tongue was quieted by a savage whipping but herDarcia’s sharp tongue was quieted by a savage whipping but her
defiant attitude lasted to the very end. defiant attitude lasted to the very end. There is excited and drama with every stroke of the whip. There is excited and drama with every stroke of the whip. Buy itBuy it
here and fasten your seat belt! here and fasten your seat belt! http://elitepain.com/movies.phphttp://elitepain.com/movies.php  Grade AGrade A
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